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太陽黒点・太陽蝶形図の起源の理解を目指して

Eventually the heirarchy 
must culminate in motions 
large enough to sense the 
spherical geometry and 

rotation

Giant Cells!

ṁ = 4�r2gf⇥vr ⇠ 4.3⇥ 1021g s�1

� ⇠ MCZ/ṁ ⇠ 370 years!

Surface convection establishes a 
radial entropy gradient which 
sustains large-scale convective 

instabilities

(Even in linear, non-rotating, Cartesian 
systems, fixed heat flux promotes large 

horizontal scales; Hurle, Jakeman & 
Pike 1967, Depassier & Spiegel 1981)

29Wednesday, July 21, 2010

① 大局性・赤道反対称性
② 周期性（約22年周期）
③ 緯度方向のマイグレーション

⌘複雑なMHD乱流系
・強い密度成層
・コリオリ力
・差動回転, 子午面流
・対流安定層
・高Re & 高ReM



なぜ太陽ダイナモ機構を研究するのか？ ~天体乱流研究のプロトタイプ~

【基礎物理学的意義】

【天文学的意義】

【太陽地球物理学的意義】

太陽ダイナモ：乱流中で生じる磁場の（局所から巨視的スケールへの）逆カスケード現象 

　　　　　　     乱流の対称性の破れがもたらす磁場の自発的組織化の帰結 (後述) 

　　　　　　　 →　自然界の自己組織化現象の背後に潜む共通原理に対する理解.

乱流：大規模構造から惑星形成に至る宇宙のあらゆる時空間・エネルギースケールで普遍的. 

　　　 乱流によって生成される磁場は天体のダイナミクスに大きな影響. 

        　観測可能な太陽は天体乱流の物理の『天然の実験場』. 

　　　→　天体の活動性や形成・進化の理解に直結. 

太陽黒点の起源： 
・太陽活動の中長期変動（数百年～数千年スパン） 

・太陽活動の中長期変動と地球の気候変動との密接な関連 (e.g., Gray et al. 2010) 
・近年の太陽活動の異常 (e.g., McComas et al. 2013) 

→　太陽–地球環境と生命の46億年の共進化とその未来に対する理解の深化.  



太陽内部熱対流の物理   ~ 乱流場と平均場の相互作用の理解を目指して ~

Vz

Side View

Top View

ΩΩ
上昇流 = 発散流 下降流 = 収束流

δT > 0#
δP > 0

δT < 0#
δP < 0

ambient

ambient

コリオリ力によって !
時計回りの運動が励起

コリオリ力によって!
反時計回りの運動が励起

→ 〈δvr δvh〉 ≠ 0お!
→ ヘリシティ!
　 レイノルズ応力

密度成層 強い下降流 
弱い上昇流

buoyancy braking 収束流 
発散流

ヘリシティ 
レイノルズ応力

コリオリ力★

broader & slower!
cellular upflow

narrower & faster!
downflow lane

（時計回り） （反時計回り）

回転成層対流によるダイナモをシンプルなモデルで理解する

太陽内部熱対流： • 角運動量輸送　　　→　Ω効果 (平均場) 
• 運動学的ヘリシティ→　α効果 (乱流場)

- 激しい乱れ（乱流） 
- 対称性の破れ (成層・回転)

★



乱流渦

1. 回転成層対流によるダイナモ 
~ 「大局的」磁場生成の物理機構 ~

Masada & Sano (2014a) PASJ 
Masada & Sano (2014b) ApJL

大局的磁場 
= 乱流渦スケール以上の 

　　コヒーレントな磁場構造

乱流磁場 
= 乱流渦スケール以下の 

　　間欠的でもつれた磁場構造

乱流渦

乱流渦

乱流渦

乱流渦

大局
的磁
場

　Ω効果（速度シアーによる磁場増幅）が無くても大局的磁場はできる



g 対流層
放射層

Ω

冷却層

 Ro = vrms/2Ω0d  
       ~ 0.03 @対流層

Simple Model of Turbulent Convection and Dynamo

★差動回転（Ω効果）は存在しない  
（∵ 水平方向に対称性の破れが無い）. 

上部：開放境界 
下部：完全導体境界

[3層ポリトロープモデル: 上部放射層（冷却層）, 中部対流層 & 下部放射層]

Pr = 1.2, Pm = 4, 
Ra = 4×106

圧縮性MHD (回転系)

冷却層 
(対流安定)

0.7Rsun

0.3Rsun

対流層

放射層 
(対流安定)

★

★上下非対称性を持つ対流構造（→ 実効的ヘリシティ）. 

激しく乱れた対流中での磁場形成

上下の密度差は 
実際の太陽と比 
べると小さい



η/η0=0.5

η/η0=1.0

η/η0=2.0

運動エネルギースペクトル

磁気エネルギースペクトル

● 激しい乱流が支配する対流層で大局的磁場が形成.

● 極性反転と動径方向へのマイグレーション.

● Bx & Byの間の位相のズレは π/2.

周期的極性反転をともなう大局的磁場の生成
Masada & Sano (2014a)

上下安定層 
有り

● ダイナモ機構は何か？ 

(see also Kapyla+13; Favier & Bushby 13)
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Fig. 2. Time-depth diagram of the horizontally-averaged horizontal magnetic field. Panels (a) and (b) [(c) and (d)]
demonstrate ⟨Bx⟩h and ⟨By⟩h normalized by Beq for the model A [model B]. The orange and blue tones denote the
positive and negative strengths of the magnetic field.

are adopted for both models. The total grid size is 256 (in x) ×256 (in y) × 64 (in z) for the model
A, and 256 (in x) ×256 (in y) × 128 (in z) for the model B. A small random perturbation is added to
the velocity and magnetic fields when the calculation starts.

3. Simulation Results

3.1. Properties of Convective Dynamo

After the convective motion sets in, the system reaches a saturated state at t≃ 250τcv for both
models. The mean convective velocity is evaluated there as ucv=0.017 (0.019), providing Beq=0.045

(0.045), Co = 47 (42) and τcv = 58.8 (52.6) for the model A (model B). Since a sufficient scale
separation between the convective eddies and the box scale is known as a necessary ingredient for the
large-scale dynamo (e.g., Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005; Käpylä et al. 2009), we have chosen
the relatively rapid rotation (Co >∼ 40), yielding small convective cells relative to the box scale.

Shown in Figure 1 is the distribution of the radial velocity in the horizontal plane at z = zm
when (a) t = 40τcv and (b) t = 400τcv for the model A [panels (d) and (e) are those for the model
B]. The darker and lighter tones depict downflow and upflow velocities. In Figure 1(c) and (f), the
temporal evolutions of two-dimensional kinetic energy spectra for the models A and B are shown.
Note that a two-dimensional Fourier spectrum of the kinetic energy at the each depth is projected
onto a one-dimensional wavenumber k2 = k2

x+ k2
y and then is averaged over the convection zone and

the time span shown in the figure legend. The different lines correspond to different time spans. The
horizontal axis is normalized by kc = 2π/W .

In the kinematic phase of the model A (left top), we can find the appearance of large-scale
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安定層無し
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Fig. 2. Time-depth diagram of the horizontally-averaged horizontal magnetic field. Panels (a) and (b) [(c) and (d)]
demonstrate ⟨Bx⟩h and ⟨By⟩h normalized by Beq for the model A [model B]. The orange and blue tones denote the
positive and negative strengths of the magnetic field.

are adopted for both models. The total grid size is 256 (in x) ×256 (in y) × 64 (in z) for the model
A, and 256 (in x) ×256 (in y) × 128 (in z) for the model B. A small random perturbation is added to
the velocity and magnetic fields when the calculation starts.

3. Simulation Results

3.1. Properties of Convective Dynamo

After the convective motion sets in, the system reaches a saturated state at t≃ 250τcv for both
models. The mean convective velocity is evaluated there as ucv=0.017 (0.019), providing Beq=0.045

(0.045), Co = 47 (42) and τcv = 58.8 (52.6) for the model A (model B). Since a sufficient scale
separation between the convective eddies and the box scale is known as a necessary ingredient for the
large-scale dynamo (e.g., Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005; Käpylä et al. 2009), we have chosen
the relatively rapid rotation (Co >∼ 40), yielding small convective cells relative to the box scale.

Shown in Figure 1 is the distribution of the radial velocity in the horizontal plane at z = zm
when (a) t = 40τcv and (b) t = 400τcv for the model A [panels (d) and (e) are those for the model
B]. The darker and lighter tones depict downflow and upflow velocities. In Figure 1(c) and (f), the
temporal evolutions of two-dimensional kinetic energy spectra for the models A and B are shown.
Note that a two-dimensional Fourier spectrum of the kinetic energy at the each depth is projected
onto a one-dimensional wavenumber k2 = k2

x+ k2
y and then is averaged over the convection zone and

the time span shown in the figure legend. The different lines correspond to different time spans. The
horizontal axis is normalized by kc = 2π/W .

In the kinematic phase of the model A (left top), we can find the appearance of large-scale
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● 安定層の有無は大局的磁場の生成に影響しない.  
　一方、極性反転周期には影響.

さらに単純化 直接数値計算（DNS）と 
カップルさせた1D平均場モデル

● 大局的磁場と乱流磁場のエネルギーは同等. 

(対流層のみのモデルの極性反転周期は3層モデルの1/3)

エネルギー 
注入のスケール



平均場ダイナモ方程式（場の量を平均場と乱流場に分ける） :　

• 乱流場の統計平均プロファイルをDNSの結果から直接抽出 → 乱流起電力を決める.

information  
of fluctuating  
velocity field

DNS 1D MF equation for Bh (t,z) : 

Oscillatory α2-Dynamo Mode in Rotating Stratified Convection 3

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.— Snapshot of the vertical velocity when t = 400τcv. The
red (blue) tone denotes downflow (upflow). The magnetic field
lines are visualized in the half volume.

as ⟨B⟩2v/⟨B2⟩v = 0.6 in the convection zone. In contrast
to the horizontal component, the vertical field does not
show any coherent signatures, and is fully dominated by
fluctuating component, i.e., ⟨Bz⟩ = 0.
The large-scale field shows a well-regulated oscillatory

behavior. The mean field component is the strongest at
around z3 − z = 1.2 and seems to propagate from there
to top and base of the convection zone. The polarity is
then gradually reversed over the period of ∼ 200τcv. It
is noteworthy that there is a phase difference of about
π/2 between ⟨Bx⟩ and ⟨By⟩. The observed oscillatory
behavior is reminiscent of the solar butterfly diagram
although there is a difference in the propagation direction
between the simulated field and the sunspot field.
Since there is no physical mechanism for the symmetry

braking in the horizontal directions, the mean flow is
absent in our simulation, i.e., ⟨u⟩ = 0. In contrast, the
mean kinetic helicity naturally arises from the up-down
asymmetry in the convective motion as shown in Figure
3a. The solid line is the vertical profile of the mean
kinetic helicity defined by Hk = ⟨⟨u·(∇×u)⟩⟩, where the
double angular brackets denote the time and horizontal
average. Note that the vertical axis is normalized by
the absolute maximum value of the kinetic helicity of
|Hk,max| = 9.2 × 10−3. The time average spans in the

range of 500 ≤ t/τcv ≤ 600. The depth z = zc where the
sign of Hk changes is indicated by the filled circle.
The downflow acquires a negative vorticity as a con-

sequence of the Coriolis force acting on the converging
motion, yielding the negative helicity in the upper and
mid convection zones. In contrast, near the base of the
convection zone, the downflow plume is decelerated and
diverged by negative buoyancy, acquiring a positive he-
licity (e.g., Miesch 2005). The mean kinetic helicity with
the vertical reflectional asymmetry should play a promi-
nent role in sustaining the large-scale dynamo if the α2-
type dynamo mechanism is operated in our simulation.

4. MEAN-FIELD DYNAMO MODEL

Two questions naturally arise from our simulation re-
sults as to what type of dynamo mode is excited and then
what regulates the oscillation cycle of the mean field. To
explore the underlying dynamo mechanism, we construct
a one-dimensional mean-field dynamo model.
By dividing the variables into horizontal mean and

fluctuating components, as u = ⟨u⟩ + u′ and B =
⟨B⟩ + B′, and taking the horizontal average of the in-
duction equation, the mean-field dynamo equation is ob-
tained

∂⟨Bh⟩
∂t

= ∇× [α⟨Bh⟩ − (η + ηt)∇× ⟨Bh⟩] , (7)

where Bh = (Bx, By) is the horizontal magnetic compo-
nent. The coefficients α and ηt represent the α-effect and
the turbulent magnetic diffusivity. Here all the terms re-
lated to the mean flow and the mean vertical field are
dropped because of ⟨u⟩ = ⟨Bz⟩ = 0 from the simulation
results. All the variables, except the magnetic diffusivity
η, have time and z dependences.
The evolutions of the α and ηt are affected by the non-

linear back-reaction of the mean-field on the dynamo co-
efficients. To take it self-consistently into account, we use
the dynamical α-quenching and algebraic η-quenching:

∂α

∂t
=−2ηkt k

2
c

!
α⟨Bh⟩2 − ηtµ0⟨J ·Bh⟩

B2
eq

+
α− αk

ηkt /η

"
,(8)

ηt= ηkt

!
1 +ReM

⟨Bh⟩2

B2
eq

"−1

, (9)

with J = ∇×Bh/µ0 (Blackman & Brandenburg 2002),
where kc is the characteristic wavenumber of the con-
vective eddies, and f is a coefficient which controls the
saturation field strength. In the following, we use f = 3
suggested by Blackman & Brandenburg (2002).
In the second order correlation approximation, the dy-

namo coefficients αk and ηkt are given by

αk(z)=−τc⟨⟨uz∂xuy + ux∂yuz⟩⟩ = −1

3
τcHk , (10)

ηkt (z)= τc⟨⟨u2
z⟩⟩ =

1

3
τcu

2
rms , (11)

where τc is the correlation time. The replacement of u′

by u is allowed here because ⟨u⟩ = 0 in our simulation.
One can find that the dynamo coefficients αk and ηk are
proportional to the mean kinetic helicity and the mean
squared velocity that can be directly computed from the
simulation. In addition, the characteristic wavenumber
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.— Snapshot of the vertical velocity when t = 400τcv. The
red (blue) tone denotes downflow (upflow). The magnetic field
lines are visualized in the half volume.

as ⟨B⟩2v/⟨B2⟩v = 0.6 in the convection zone. In contrast
to the horizontal component, the vertical field does not
show any coherent signatures, and is fully dominated by
fluctuating component, i.e., ⟨Bz⟩ = 0.
The large-scale field shows a well-regulated oscillatory

behavior. The mean field component is the strongest at
around z3 − z = 1.2 and seems to propagate from there
to top and base of the convection zone. The polarity is
then gradually reversed over the period of ∼ 200τcv. It
is noteworthy that there is a phase difference of about
π/2 between ⟨Bx⟩ and ⟨By⟩. The observed oscillatory
behavior is reminiscent of the solar butterfly diagram
although there is a difference in the propagation direction
between the simulated field and the sunspot field.
Since there is no physical mechanism for the symmetry

braking in the horizontal directions, the mean flow is
absent in our simulation, i.e., ⟨u⟩ = 0. In contrast, the
mean kinetic helicity naturally arises from the up-down
asymmetry in the convective motion as shown in Figure
3a. The solid line is the vertical profile of the mean
kinetic helicity defined by Hk = ⟨⟨u·(∇×u)⟩⟩, where the
double angular brackets denote the time and horizontal
average. Note that the vertical axis is normalized by
the absolute maximum value of the kinetic helicity of
|Hk,max| = 9.2 × 10−3. The time average spans in the

range of 500 ≤ t/τcv ≤ 600. The depth z = zc where the
sign of Hk changes is indicated by the filled circle.
The downflow acquires a negative vorticity as a con-

sequence of the Coriolis force acting on the converging
motion, yielding the negative helicity in the upper and
mid convection zones. In contrast, near the base of the
convection zone, the downflow plume is decelerated and
diverged by negative buoyancy, acquiring a positive he-
licity (e.g., Miesch 2005). The mean kinetic helicity with
the vertical reflectional asymmetry should play a promi-
nent role in sustaining the large-scale dynamo if the α2-
type dynamo mechanism is operated in our simulation.

4. MEAN-FIELD DYNAMO MODEL

Two questions naturally arise from our simulation re-
sults as to what type of dynamo mode is excited and then
what regulates the oscillation cycle of the mean field. To
explore the underlying dynamo mechanism, we construct
a one-dimensional mean-field dynamo model.
By dividing the variables into horizontal mean and

fluctuating components, as u = ⟨u⟩ + u′ and B =
⟨B⟩ + B′, and taking the horizontal average of the in-
duction equation, the mean-field dynamo equation is ob-
tained

∂⟨Bh⟩
∂t

= ∇× [α⟨Bh⟩ − (η + ηt)∇× ⟨Bh⟩] , (7)

where Bh = (Bx, By) is the horizontal magnetic compo-
nent. The coefficients α and ηt represent the α-effect and
the turbulent magnetic diffusivity. Here all the terms re-
lated to the mean flow and the mean vertical field are
dropped because of ⟨u⟩ = ⟨Bz⟩ = 0 from the simulation
results. All the variables, except the magnetic diffusivity
η, have time and z dependences.
The evolutions of the α and ηt are affected by the non-

linear back-reaction of the mean-field on the dynamo co-
efficients. To take it self-consistently into account, we use
the dynamical α-quenching and algebraic η-quenching:

∂α

∂t
=−2ηkt k

2
c

!
α⟨Bh⟩2 − ηtµ0⟨J ·Bh⟩

B2
eq

+
α− αk

ηkt /η

"
,(8)

ηt= ηkt

!
1 +ReM

⟨Bh⟩2

B2
eq

"−1

, (9)

with J = ∇×Bh/µ0 (Blackman & Brandenburg 2002),
where kc is the characteristic wavenumber of the con-
vective eddies, and f is a coefficient which controls the
saturation field strength. In the following, we use f = 3
suggested by Blackman & Brandenburg (2002).
In the second order correlation approximation, the dy-

namo coefficients αk and ηkt are given by

αk(z)=−τc[⟨⟨uz∂xuy⟩⟩+ ⟨⟨ux∂yuz⟩⟩] = −1

3
τcHk ,(10)

ηkt (z)= τc⟨⟨u2
z⟩⟩ =

1

3
τcu

2
rms , (11)

where τc is the correlation time. The replacement of u′

by u is allowed here because ⟨u⟩ = 0 in our simulation.
One can find that the dynamo coefficients αk and ηk are
proportional to the mean kinetic helicity and the mean
squared velocity that can be directly computed from the
simulation. In addition, the characteristic wavenumber

(c.f., Ossendlijver+02)

By using the information of the DNS,  
we determine
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Fig. 2.— Time series of the vertical profiles of (a) ⟨Bx⟩ and (b) ⟨By⟩. The orange (blue) tone denotes the positive (negative) component
of the mean magnetic field.

organized in the bulk of the convection zone. The max-
imum mean-field strength reaches an order of Be,v. The
ratio of the mean and total field strengths is evaluated
as ⟨B⟩2v/⟨B2⟩v = 0.6 in the convection zone. In contrast
to the horizontal component, the vertical field does not
show any coherent signatures, and is fully dominated by
fluctuating component, i.e., ⟨Bz⟩ = 0.

The large-scale field shows a well-regulated oscillatory
behavior. The mean field component is the strongest at
around z3 − z = 1.2 and seems to propagate from there
to top and base of the convection zone. The polarity is
then gradually reversed over the period of ∼ 200τcv. It
is noteworthy that there is a phase difference of about
π/2 between ⟨Bx⟩ and ⟨By⟩. The observed oscillatory
behavior is reminiscent of the solar butterfly diagram
although there is a difference in the propagation direction
between the simulated field and the sunspot field.

Since there is no physical mechanism for the symmetry
braking in the horizontal directions, the mean flow is
absent in our simulation, i.e., ⟨u⟩ = 0. In contrast, the
mean kinetic helicity naturally arises from the up-down
asymmetry in the convective motion as shown in Figure
3a. The solid line is the vertical profile of the mean
kinetic helicity defined by Hk = ⟨⟨u·(∇×u)⟩⟩, where the
double angular brackets denote the time and horizontal
average. Note that the vertical axis is normalized by
the absolute maximum value of the kinetic helicity of
|Hk,max| = 9.2 × 10−3. The time average spans in the
range of 500 ≤ t/τcv ≤ 600. The depth z = zc where the
sign of Hk changes is indicated by the filled circle.

The downflow acquires a negative vorticity as a con-
sequence of the Coriolis force acting on the converging
motion, yielding the negative helicity in the upper and
mid convection zones. In contrast, near the base of the
convection zone, the downflow plume is decelerated and
diverged by negative buoyancy, acquiring a positive he-
licity (e.g., Miesch 2005). The mean kinetic helicity with
the vertical reflectional asymmetry should play a promi-
nent role in sustaining the large-scale dynamo if the α2-
type dynamo mechanism is operated in our simulation.

4. MEAN-FIELD DYNAMO MODEL

Two questions naturally arise from our simulation re-
sults as to what type of dynamo mode is excited and then

what regulates the oscillation cycle of the mean field. To
explore the underlying dynamo mechanism, we construct
a one-dimensional mean-field dynamo model.

By dividing the variables into horizontal mean and
fluctuating components, as u = ⟨u⟩ + u′ and B =
⟨B⟩ + B′, and taking the horizontal average of the in-
duction equation, the mean-field dynamo equation is ob-
tained

∂⟨Bh⟩
∂t

= ∇× [α⟨Bh⟩ − (η + ηt)∇× ⟨Bh⟩] , (9)

where Bh = (Bx, By) is the horizontal magnetic compo-
nent. The coefficients α and ηt represent the α-effect and
the turbulent magnetic diffusivity. Here all the terms re-
lated to the mean flow and the mean vertical field are
dropped because of ⟨u⟩ = ⟨Bz⟩ = 0 from the simulation
results. All the variables, except the magnetic diffusivity
η, have time and z dependences.

The evolutions of the α and ηt are affected by the non-
linear back-reaction of the mean-field on the dynamo co-
efficients. To take it self-consistently into account, we use
the dynamical α-quenching and algebraic η-quenching:

∂α

∂t
=−2ηk

t k2
f

!
α⟨Bh⟩2 − ηtµ0⟨J · Bh⟩

B2
eq

+
α − αk

ηk
t /η

"
,(10)

ηt = ηk
t

#
1 + f

|⟨Bh⟩|
Beq

$−1

, (11)

with J = ∇× Bh/µ0 (Blackman & Brandenburg 2002),
where kf is the characteristic wavenumber of the convec-
tive eddies, and f is a coefficient which controls the satu-
ration field strength. In the following, we use f = 5

√
2/π

based on the asymptotic form of equation (20) of Ro-
gachevskii & Kleeorin (2001).

In the second order correlation approximation, the dy-
namo coefficients αk and ηk

t are given by

αk(z)=−1
3
τc⟨⟨u′ ·∇× u′⟩⟩ = −1

3
τcHk , (12)

ηk
t (z)=

1
3
τc⟨⟨u′2⟩⟩ =

1
3
τcu

2
rms , (13)

where τc is the correlation time. The replacement of u′

by u is allowed here because ⟨u⟩ = 0 in our simulation.
One can find that the dynamo coefficients αk and ηk are
proportional to the mean kinetic helicity and the mean

DNSとカップルさせた平均場ダイナモモデル

α効果 ～ 相関時間 × 運動学的ヘリシティ
乱流磁気拡散 ～ 相関時間 × 2乗速度 (by FOSA)

• 大局的磁場が乱流場に及ぼすbackreaction(非線形効果)も考慮 (quenching model).

2 Masada and Sano

The dimensionless quantities are introduced by setting d =
g0 = ρ0 = 1, where ρ0 is the initial density at z = z0. The units
of length, time, velocity, and magnetic field are given by d,!

d/g0,
√

dg0, and
√

dg0ρ0, respectively. The stratification
level is controlled by the normalized pressure scale height at
the surface defined by ξ = Hp/d = (γ − 1)ϵ0/(g0d), where ϵ0 is
the specific internal energy at z = z0. Here we adopt ξ = 0.3,
yielding the density contrast of ρ(z3)/ρ(z0) ≃ 10.

The Prandtl, magnetic Prandtl, and Rayleigh numbers are
defined by

Pr =
γρν0

κ0
, Pm =

ν0

η0
, Ra =

g0d4

χ0ν0

"
∇−∇ad

Hp

#
, (2)

where ν0, η0, and κ0 are the viscosity, magnetic diffusiv-
ity, and thermal conductivity, respectively. Here ∇ −∇ad is
the superadiabatic temperature gradient with ∇ad = 1 − 1/γ,
∇ = (∂ lnT/∂ lnP), and Hp is the pressure scale height. The
variables ρ, ∇, and Hp in equation (2) are evaluated at the
mid-convection zone of the depth zm = (z2 − z1)/2.

The volume average in the convection zone and the horizon-
tal average are denoted by single angular brackets with sub-
script “v" and subscript “h", respectively. The time-average of
each spatial mean is denoted by additional angular brackets.
The relative strength of rotation to the convection is measured
by the Coriolis number Co = 2Ω0d/ucv, where ucv ≡

!
⟨⟨u2

z ⟩⟩v
is the mean convective velocity. The convective turn-over
time and the equipartition field strength are defined, respec-
tively, by τcv ≡ d/ucv and Beq ≡

!
⟨⟨µ0ρu2⟩⟩v.

All the variables are assumed to be periodic in the horizon-
tal directions. Stress-free boundary conditions are used in the
vertical direction for the velocity. Perfect conductor and verti-
cal field boundary conditions are used for the magnetic field at
the bottom and top boundaries, respectively. While a constant
energy flux is imposed on the bottom boundary, the internal
energy is fixed on the top boundary.

The fundamental equations are solved by the second-order
Godunov-type finite-difference scheme which employs an ap-
proximate MHD Riemann solver (Sano et al. 1998). The mag-
netic field is evolved with CMoC-CT method (Clarke 1996).
Non-dimensional parameters of Pr = 1.4 and Ra = 4 × 106,
and constant angular velocity of Ω0 = 0.4 are adopted for all
the models. The models with different magnetic Prandtl num-
bers Pm = 2,4 and 8 are simulated. The fiducial model with
Pm = 4 is same as the model B in MS14a. The spatial res-
olution of (Nx,Ny,Nz) = (256,256,128) is adopted for all the
simulation runs. A small random perturbation is added to the
velocity and magnetic fields when the calculation starts.

3. SIMULATION RESULTS

The system reaches an equilibrated state typically after the
magnetic diffusion time (see MS14a in detail). The quantities
ucv, Co, Beq and τcv depend less on the magnetic diffusivity
and are evaluated there as 0.02, 40, 0.045 and 50, respectively
for all the models.

The volume visualization in Figure 1a is the vertical veloc-
ity when t = 400τcv for the fiducial model. The red (blue) tone
denotes downflow (upflow) region. The convective motion is
characterized by cellular upflows surrounded by networks of
narrower and faster downflows in the saturated state. Since
there is no symmetry breaking in the horizontal directions,
the mean horizontal shear flow is absent in our models.

The mean kinetic helicity defined by ⟨⟨u ·∇×u⟩⟩h for the
fiducial model is shown by black solid line in Figure 1b. The
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FIG. 1.— (a) Model setup and volume visualization of vertical velocity
when t = 400τcv for the fiducial model with Pm = 4. The red (blue) tone
denotes downflow (upflow). (b) Black solid, red dashed, blue dotted lines
denote the time and horizontal average of the kinetic helicity, Heft, and u2

rms.
The normalizations are their extremum values.

downflow acquires a negative vorticity as a consequence of
the Coriolis force acting on the converging motion, yielding
a negative helicity in the upper convection zone. In contrast,
near the base of the convection zone, the downflow is decel-
erated and diverged by negative buoyancy, resulting in a posi-
tive helicity. The non-zero gradient of the kinetic helicity is a
source for the large-scale dynamo in our models.

Regardless the magnitude of the magnetic diffusivity, os-
cillatory large-scale magnetic fields are spontaneously orga-
nized in the bulk of the convection zone. The time-depth dia-
gram of horizontally-averaged horizontal magnetic field ⟨Bx⟩h
is shown in Figure 2. Panels (a), (b) and (c) correspond to the
models with Pm = 2, 4 and 8, respectively. The orange and
blue tones denote the positive and negative field strengths.
The time is normalized by τcv. Note that ⟨By⟩h shows the sim-
ilar behavior with ⟨Bx⟩h but has a phase difference of about
π/2 from it (see MS14a).

The spatiotemporal structure of the large-scale magnetic
field is similar among the models with different magnetic dif-
fusivity: it is the strongest at the middle of the convection
zone and propagates from there to top and base of the convec-
tion zone. However the period of the polarity reversal and the
mean-field strength depend on the magnetic diffusivity.

∝ α

∝ ηt
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stratification than the actual solar stratification. Since the stronger stratification may have an influence on
the magnetic dynamo properties, we will study the effect of the density stratification on the Rol-dependence
of the DR profile in the MHD regime (c.f., Käpylä et al. 2011, 2014; Karak et al. 2014).

The recent development of the astroseismology opens up the way to study the large-scale internal flows
in the solar-type main sequence stars with different age and thus different rotation rate (e.g., Chaplin et al.
2010). Computer simulation in tandem with the advanced observation will help deepening the understanding
of the stellar interior dynamics and stellar dynamo activities in the astroseismology era.

∂⟨Bh⟩h
∂t

= ∇× [⟨vh⟩h × ⟨Bh⟩h + Et − η0∇× ⟨Bh⟩h] (11)

Et = α⟨Bh⟩h + γez × ⟨Bh⟩h − η∇× ⟨Bh⟩h , (12)

We thank the anonymous referee for constructive comments. Numerical computations were carried on
π-Computer at Kobe Univ., and Cray XC30 at National Astronomical Observatory of Japan. This work was
supported by JSPS KAKENHI grant Nos. 24740125 and 20260052.
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平均流れ場によるダイナモ項はゼロ 乱流起電力がダイナモを担う

乱流α効果(磁場増幅) 乱流による移流 乱流磁気拡散

★

★



平均場モデルの非線形解 vs. DNS

MF model
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Fig. 2.— Time-depth diagram of ⟨Bx⟩h for the reference model in (a) the DNS and (b) the MF model
coupled with the DNS. The orange (blue) tone denotes the positive (negative) ⟨Bx⟩h normalized by

√
dg0ρ0.

The horizontal dashed lines show the interface between the convection zone and the stable zones.

electromotive force (e.g., Ossendrijver et al. 2002). The coefficients α, γ, and η represent the α-effect,
turbulent pumping, and turbulent magnetic diffusivity, respectively. All the terms related to ⟨u⟩h and ⟨Bz⟩h
can be ignored in considering the symmetry of the system. All the variables, except for η0, depend on the
time (t) and depth (z).

The MF dynamo described by equation (2) falls into the α2-type category. The MF theory predicts
that the α2 mode can generate a large-scale magnetic field with an oscillatory nature (e.g., Baryshnikova &
Shukurov 1987; Rädler & Bräuer 1987; Brandenburg et al. 2009). A key ingredient for the oscillatory mode
is the nonuniformity of the α-effect, which can arise naturally as an outcome of rotating stratified convection
in the stellar interior. Using the rigidly rotating system studied here, the α2 dynamo wave was excited,
which propagates only in the depth direction. However, as shown by Käpylä et al. (2013b), in the global
system, it can travel also in the latitudinal direction due to the strong antisymmetry of the α-effect across
the equator.

The dynamo-generated MF produces a Lorentz force that tends to “quench” the turbulent motions and
control the nonlinear evolution and saturation of the system. Since there is no definitive model to describe
the magnetic quenching effect (e.g., Rogachevskii & Kleeorin 2001; Blackman & Brandenburg 2002) as yet,
we adopt the prototypical models, which are the dynamical α-quenching, algebraic γ- and η-quenching of
the catastrophic-type;

∂α

∂t
= −2ηkk

2
c

!
α⟨Bh⟩2h − η (∇× ⟨Bh⟩h) · ⟨Bh⟩h

B2
eq

+
α− αk

ReM

"
, (4)

γ =
γk

1 +ReM ⟨Bh⟩2h/B2
eq

, (5)

η =
ηk

1 +ReM ⟨Bh⟩2h/B2
eq

, (6)

(see Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005, for the quenching), where ReM = ηk/η0. The dependence of the MF
model on the quenching formula should be discussed in detail in a subsequent paper, however, at least the
conclusions of this Letter remain independent from the choice of the quenching models. The characteristic
wavenumber kc and the equipartition field strength Beq are given by kc(z) = 2π/Hd and Beq(z) = ⟨⟨ρuz

2⟩⟩h
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Fig. 3.— The time series of ⟨Bx⟩v and ⟨By⟩v for the reference model. The cyan [orange] solid line denotes
⟨Bx⟩v [⟨By⟩v] in the DNS. The red dashed and blue dash-dotted lines are those in the MF model. The time
is normalized by the turbulent magnetic diffusion time.

in our model, where Hd = −dz/d ln⟨⟨ρ⟩⟩h is the density scale height. Here, the subscript “k” refers to the
unquenched coefficient, which is calculated from DNS results of the saturated convective turbulence.

In the first-order smoothing approximation (FOSA), the unquenched coefficients αk, γk and ηk in
anisotropic forms are given by (e.g., Käpylä et al. 2006, 2009b),

αk(z) = −τc[⟨⟨uz∂xuy⟩⟩h + ⟨⟨ux∂yuz⟩⟩h] ≡ −τcHeff , (7)

γk(z) = −τc∂z⟨⟨u2
z⟩⟩h ≡ −τc∂zu

2
rms , (8)

ηk(z) = τc⟨⟨u2
z⟩⟩h ≡ τcu

2
rms , (9)

where τc is the correlation time, Heff is the effective helicity, and urms is the root-mean-square velocity. The
vertical profiles of Heff and u2

rms in the reference DNS model are shown in Figure 1b by solid and dashed
lines, respectively.

The correlation time should be zero in the top cooling and bottom stable layers since the convective
turbulence is not fully developed; thus αk = γk = ηk = 0 there. Assuming the Strouhal number is unity in
the convection zone (St = τcurmskc = 1), the vertical profile of τc is given by

τc(z) =
1

4urmskc

!
1 + erf

"
z − zb

h

#$!
1 + erf

"
zt − z

h

#$
, (10)

where zi (i = t, b) represents the location of the boundaries between regions with and without fully developed
turbulence. We define zt and zb as the depth where Heff achieves the maximum and minimum values,
respectively (see Figure 1b). The transition width h is an arbitrary parameter and assumed here as h = 2∆z
with ∆z = 2d/Nz. The uncertainty of h is discussed in the next section. All the coefficients (τc, Beq, Hd,
αk, γk, ηk) required for the MF modeling can subsequently be computed from the DNS results.

3.2. Comparison with DNS

Given all the coefficients in equations (2)–(10) from the reference DNS model, the MF equations can
be solved using the second-order central difference. For time integration, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method is used. We adopt the same parameters used in the DNS: the calculation domain of 0 ≤ z ≤ 2d, the
resolution of Nz = 128, and the magnetic diffusivity providing Pm = 4.
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Fig. 3.— The time series of ⟨Bx⟩v and ⟨By⟩v for the reference model. The cyan [orange] solid line denotes
⟨Bx⟩v [⟨By⟩v] in the DNS. The red dashed and blue dash-dotted lines are those in the MF model. The time
is normalized by the turbulent magnetic diffusion time.

in our model, where Hd = −dz/d ln⟨⟨ρ⟩⟩h is the density scale height. Here, the subscript “k” refers to the
unquenched coefficient, which is calculated from DNS results of the saturated convective turbulence.

In the first-order smoothing approximation (FOSA), the unquenched coefficients αk, γk and ηk in
anisotropic forms are given by (e.g., Käpylä et al. 2006, 2009b),
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where τc is the correlation time, Heff is the effective helicity, and urms is the root-mean-square velocity. The
vertical profiles of Heff and u2

rms in the reference DNS model are shown in Figure 1b by solid and dashed
lines, respectively.

The correlation time should be zero in the top cooling and bottom stable layers since the convective
turbulence is not fully developed; thus αk = γk = ηk = 0 there. Assuming the Strouhal number is unity in
the convection zone (St = τcurmskc = 1), the vertical profile of τc is given by

τc(z) =
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4urmskc
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where zi (i = t, b) represents the location of the boundaries between regions with and without fully developed
turbulence. We define zt and zb as the depth where Heff achieves the maximum and minimum values,
respectively (see Figure 1b). The transition width h is an arbitrary parameter and assumed here as h = 2∆z
with ∆z = 2d/Nz. The uncertainty of h is discussed in the next section. All the coefficients (τc, Beq, Hd,
αk, γk, ηk) required for the MF modeling can subsequently be computed from the DNS results.

3.2. Comparison with DNS

Given all the coefficients in equations (2)–(10) from the reference DNS model, the MF equations can
be solved using the second-order central difference. For time integration, the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method is used. We adopt the same parameters used in the DNS: the calculation domain of 0 ≤ z ≤ 2d, the
resolution of Nz = 128, and the magnetic diffusivity providing Pm = 4.

● DNSの磁場の時空間進化の特徴を平均場モデルで再現：
● 時空間進化パターン（対流層中部から上下方向に伝搬）→ α効果駆動型のダイナモ波の伝搬
● パターンだけではなく、磁場の振幅と反転周期 (~ 乱流磁気拡散時間) も定量的に一致. 

● Bx & Byの間の位相のズレ π/2も定量的に再現. 反転周期は乱流磁気拡散時間程度. 

→ 激しい対流そのもの (乱流α効果) が大局的ダイナモを担う.
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stratification than the actual solar stratification. Since the stronger stratification may have an influence on
the magnetic dynamo properties, we will study the effect of the density stratification on the Rol-dependence
of the DR profile in the MHD regime (c.f., Käpylä et al. 2011, 2014; Karak et al. 2014).

The recent development of the astroseismology opens up the way to study the large-scale internal flows
in the solar-type main sequence stars with different age and thus different rotation rate (e.g., Chaplin et al.
2010). Computer simulation in tandem with the advanced observation will help deepening the understanding
of the stellar interior dynamics and stellar dynamo activities in the astroseismology era.

∂⟨Bh⟩h
∂t

= ∇× [⟨vh⟩h × ⟨Bh⟩h + Et − η0∇× ⟨Bh⟩h] (11)

Et = α⟨Bh⟩h + γez × ⟨Bh⟩h − η∇× ⟨Bh⟩h , (12)

We thank the anonymous referee for constructive comments. Numerical computations were carried on
π-Computer at Kobe Univ., and Cray XC30 at National Astronomical Observatory of Japan. This work was
supported by JSPS KAKENHI grant Nos. 24740125 and 20260052.
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乱流α効果(磁場増幅) 乱流による移流 乱流磁気拡散

Orange : Bx in DNS,   Cyan : By in DNS 
Red       : Bx in  MF,    Blue  : By in MF

乱流起電力がダイナモを担う！

(Masada & Sano 2014b)



2. 回転成層対流によるダイナモ 
~ 極性反転周期を決める物理と表面活動現象との繋がり ~

Masada & Sano (2015a) in prep.

(a). 計算ボックス幅 
(b). 磁気拡散率 
(c). 放射層の厚み 
(d). 冷却層の厚み

★ parameter study

パラメータ依存性から物理を理解する
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極性反転周期のスケーリング則 (c.f, Masada & Sano 2015 in prep.)

τcyc  ∝ τAlfτcyc  =  τdiff

　 スケーリング則 (1)： 

   τcyc  = τdiff 【τdiff ≡ 2dRZ,tW/η0  (~ 微視的磁気拡散時間) 】 

★

　 スケーリング則 (2)： 

   τcyc  ∝ τAlf 【τAlf ≡ dRZ,t/VA  (Alfven横断時間) 】
★

→ 表面冷却層（対流安定）の磁気拡散時間と関連！！

※ dRZ,t：表面冷却層の厚み

VA ≡ BM/(4πρcz)1/2

BM ≡   〈〈Bx〉〉cz + 〈〈Bx〉〉cz
2 2

where

dRZ,t: 表面冷却層の厚み 
W: ボックス幅 
η0: 微視的磁気拡散係数

ココ



ダイナモ極性反転の定性描像（1）

・・・対流層の乱流磁気拡散.〈ηt〉cz

(平均磁場の非線形バックリアクションも考慮)

τcyc ~ τdiff,t

τcyc  ∝  τAlfven

τcyc  ~  τdiff

ダイナモ反転周期を 
決める物理の定性的描像

● 反転周期のスケーリング則：

4 Masada and Sano

FIG. 3.— The time series of ⟨Bx⟩v and ⟨By⟩v for the reference model. The cyan [orange] solid line denotes ⟨Bx⟩v [⟨By⟩v] in the DNS. The red dashed and blue
dash-dotted lines are those in the MF model. The time is normalized by the turbulent magnetic diffusion time.
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FIG. 4.— Time-depth diagram of ⟨Bx⟩h for the DNSs with (a) Pm = 2 and (b) Pm = 8. The MF models corresponding to the DNS models with Pm = 2 and 8
are shown in panels (c) and (d). The color has the same meaning as in Figure 2.

and ⟨By⟩v. The orange [cyan] solid line denotes ⟨Bx⟩v [⟨By⟩v]
in the DNS and the red dashed [blue dash-dotted] line refers
to the MF model. The time of the DNS is rescaled by τdiff
with ⟨⟨η⟩⟩v evaluated from the MF model and kd =

√
π/(2d).

The longer wavelength required for DNS would be due to the
geometrical effect. The time of the MF model shifts to match
the DNS phase.

The cycle and amplitude of the large-scale magnetic field
in the MF model coincide with those in the DNS. Further-
more, the phase difference between ⟨Bx⟩v and ⟨By⟩v seen in
the DNS model is also reproduced perfectly. This indicates
that the oscillatory α2 dynamo wave is regulated by the turbu-
lent magnetic diffusivity and is responsible for the spatiotem-
poral evolution of the large-scale magnetic field in the DNS.

3.3. Validation of our MF Model
To demonstrate the validity of our MF model, we apply it

to other DNS models with varying parameters. Here, we fo-
cus on the effect of magnetic diffusivity (η0). The setup is
identical to that used in the reference model except for η0 or
the magnetic Prandtl number. The models with Pm = 2 and 8,
which adopt two times and half of η0 assumed in the reference
model, are simulated by both DNS and our MF model. Note
that ucv and Bcv remain unchanged when varying Pm.

The time-depth diagram of ⟨Bx⟩h is shown in Figure 4. Pan-
els (a) and (b) correspond to DNSs with Pm = 2 and 8. Re-
gardless of Pm, the large-scale oscillatory magnetic field is
organized in the bulk convection zone. The red squares in Fig-
ure 5 indicate the η0-dependence of (a) the dynamo period τcyc
and (b) the saturated field strength BM, where τcyc is the statis-
tically averaged value and BM ≡ [⟨⟨Bx⟩⟩2

v + ⟨⟨By⟩⟩2
v]1/2. Each

axis is normalized by the value of the reference DNS model
(η0R, τcyc,R = 210τcv, BM,R = 0.024). While τcyc is inversely
proportional to η0, BM increases correspondingly. This sug-
gests that magnetic diffusivity affects the saturation process
of the dynamo in our DNSs.

Following the same procedure as that in §3.1, counterpart
MF models are constructed. All the coefficients in equations
(2)–(10) are extracted from the corresponding DNS model.
The setup and parameters adopted in the MF models are the
same as the reference model, except for η0.

Figures 4 (c) and (d) show the time-depth diagram of ⟨Bx⟩h
in the MF models corresponding to the DNSs with Pm = 2 and
8. Time is normalized by τdiff with ⟨⟨η⟩⟩v evaluated from each
MF model. Evidently, the similar spatiotemporal structure of
the large-scale field with the DNS is also built up in the MF
model. The blue circles in Figure 5 represent τcyc and BM for
the MF model. Normalization units are those of the reference
MF model, τcyc,R = 3380

!
d/g0 and BM,R = 0.028. The slope

and amplitude of the η0-dependence is well reproduced by the
MF model. These results confirm that the large-scale dynamo
observed in the DNS is a consequence of the stochastic α2-
dynamo process of turbulent convection.

4. SUMMARY & DISCUSSION

In this Letter, the mechanism controlling the large-scale dy-
namo in rotating stratified convection was examined by DNS
in Cartesian geometry and the MF dynamo model with the in-
formation of turbulent velocity extracted from DNS. We then
quantitatively demonstrated that the oscillatory α2 dynamo
wave, excited and sustained in the convection zone, was re-
sponsible for the large-scale dynamo with cyclic polarity re-
versals and spatiotemporal migrations observed in the DNS.
Our MF model was validated by evaluating the dependence
of the large-scale dynamo on the magnetic diffusivity. It is
concluded that the nonuniformity of the α-effect is a key in-
gredient for the large-scale dynamo with oscillatory nature.

The oscillatory α2 dynamo mode is attiring a greater level
of attention in solar dynamo modeling. Recently, Mitra et al.
(2010) reported an intriguing numerical finding in their forced
helical turbulence that α2 dynamo can yield solar-like equa-
torward migration of magnetic activity belts (see also Schrin-

τcyc = τdiff,t ~ dcz
2/〈ηt〉cz

dcz・・・対流層の厚み

see MS14b

● 平均場モデルを使った解析から得た知見：



ダイナモ極性反転の定性描像（2）

磁場の極性反転
磁気ヘリシティロス

上部安定層がある場合、ダイナモ生成 
磁場は拡散以外に外に抜ける術が無い

τcyc  ~  τdiff ※安定層には乱流が無い 
  ので微視的磁気拡散
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Fig. 2.— Time-depth diagram of ⟨Bx⟩h for the reference model in (a) the DNS and (b) the MF model
coupled with the DNS. In both panels, the orange (blue) tone denotes the positive (negative) ⟨Bx⟩h in units
of Bcv. The horizontal dashed lines show the interface between the convection zone and the stable zones.

electromotive force (e.g., Ossendrijver et al. 2002). The coefficients α, γ, and η represent the α-effect,
turbulent pumping, and turbulent magnetic diffusivity, respectively. All the terms related to ⟨u⟩h and ⟨Bz⟩h
can be ignored in considering the symmetry of the system. All the variables, except for η0, depend on the
time (t) and depth (z).

The MF dynamo described by equation (2) falls into the α2-type category. The MF theory predicts
that the α2 mode can generate a large-scale magnetic field with an oscillatory nature (e.g., Baryshnikova &
Shukurov 1987; Rädler & Bräuer 1987; Brandenburg et al. 2009). A key ingredient for the oscillatory mode
is the nonuniformity of the α-effect, which can arise naturally as an outcome of rotating stratified convection
in the stellar interior. Using the rigidly rotating system studied here, the α2 dynamo wave was excited,
which propagates only in the depth direction. However, as shown by Käpylä et al. (2013b), in the global
system, it can travel also in the latitudinal direction due to the strong antisymmetry of the α-effect across
the equator.

The dynamo-generated MF produces a Lorentz force that tends to “quench” the turbulent motions and
control the nonlinear evolution and saturation of the system. Since there is no definitive model to describe
the magnetic quenching effect (e.g., Rogachevskii & Kleeorin 2001; Blackman & Brandenburg 2002) as yet,
we adopt the prototypical models, which are the dynamical α-quenching, algebraic γ- and η-quenching of
the catastrophic-type;

∂α

∂t
= −2ηkk

2
c

!
α⟨Bh⟩2h − η (∇× ⟨Bh⟩h) · ⟨Bh⟩h

B2
eq

+
α− αk

ReM

"
, (4)

γ =
γk

1 +ReM ⟨Bh⟩2h/B2
eq

, (5)

η =
ηk

1 +ReM ⟨Bh⟩2h/B2
eq

, (6)

(see Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005, for the quenching), where ReM = ηk/η0. The dependence of the MF
model on the quenching formula should be discussed in detail in a subsequent paper, however, at least the
conclusions of this Letter remain independent from the choice of the quenching models. The characteristic
wavenumber kc and the equipartition field strength Beq are given by kc(z) = 2π/Hd and Beq(z) = ⟨⟨ρuz

2⟩⟩h

ηt ∝  f(v,BM)

BMの強度が決まる

・安定層が無い時はどう決まるのか？

対流層の乱流磁気拡散が調節
τcyc  ~  τdiff  ~ τdiff,t

＊うまく説明できていない点

開放境界

quenchingの式の例

強い制限がかかる



彩層・コロナ加熱問題との関わり ★彩層・コロナ加熱とダイナモの繋がり
★CME(フレア)とダイナモの繋がり
・どうやって磁場を散逸させるか？ 
・どうやって磁気ヘリシティを抜くか？

示唆

BMの強度が決まる

対流層の乱流磁気拡散が調節
τcyc  ~  τdiff  ~ τdiff,t

Hinode/SOT

上部安定層がある場合、ダイナモ生成 
磁場は拡散以外に外に抜ける術が無い

τcyc  ~  τdiff ※安定層には乱流が無い 
  ので微視的磁気拡散

強い制限がかかる

磁場生成の鍵 = 自転 
についても依存性の調査が必要 ηt ∝  f(v,BM)
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Fig. 2.— Time-depth diagram of ⟨Bx⟩h for the reference model in (a) the DNS and (b) the MF model
coupled with the DNS. In both panels, the orange (blue) tone denotes the positive (negative) ⟨Bx⟩h in units
of Bcv. The horizontal dashed lines show the interface between the convection zone and the stable zones.

electromotive force (e.g., Ossendrijver et al. 2002). The coefficients α, γ, and η represent the α-effect,
turbulent pumping, and turbulent magnetic diffusivity, respectively. All the terms related to ⟨u⟩h and ⟨Bz⟩h
can be ignored in considering the symmetry of the system. All the variables, except for η0, depend on the
time (t) and depth (z).

The MF dynamo described by equation (2) falls into the α2-type category. The MF theory predicts
that the α2 mode can generate a large-scale magnetic field with an oscillatory nature (e.g., Baryshnikova &
Shukurov 1987; Rädler & Bräuer 1987; Brandenburg et al. 2009). A key ingredient for the oscillatory mode
is the nonuniformity of the α-effect, which can arise naturally as an outcome of rotating stratified convection
in the stellar interior. Using the rigidly rotating system studied here, the α2 dynamo wave was excited,
which propagates only in the depth direction. However, as shown by Käpylä et al. (2013b), in the global
system, it can travel also in the latitudinal direction due to the strong antisymmetry of the α-effect across
the equator.

The dynamo-generated MF produces a Lorentz force that tends to “quench” the turbulent motions and
control the nonlinear evolution and saturation of the system. Since there is no definitive model to describe
the magnetic quenching effect (e.g., Rogachevskii & Kleeorin 2001; Blackman & Brandenburg 2002) as yet,
we adopt the prototypical models, which are the dynamical α-quenching, algebraic γ- and η-quenching of
the catastrophic-type;

∂α

∂t
= −2ηkk

2
c

!
α⟨Bh⟩2h − η (∇× ⟨Bh⟩h) · ⟨Bh⟩h

B2
eq

+
α− αk

ReM

"
, (4)

γ =
γk

1 +ReM ⟨Bh⟩2h/B2
eq

, (5)

η =
ηk

1 +ReM ⟨Bh⟩2h/B2
eq

, (6)

(see Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005, for the quenching), where ReM = ηk/η0. The dependence of the MF
model on the quenching formula should be discussed in detail in a subsequent paper, however, at least the
conclusions of this Letter remain independent from the choice of the quenching models. The characteristic
wavenumber kc and the equipartition field strength Beq are given by kc(z) = 2π/Hd and Beq(z) = ⟨⟨ρuz

2⟩⟩h

quenchingの式の例



3. 議論 
~ 緯度方向の磁場のマイグレーションの起源と現実の太陽への拡張 ~
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　恒星では表面と赤道面を介した南北半球間の磁気ヘリシティ損失の可能性. 
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　テストモデル：磁場の境界条件を変更
＊upper  ：Open B.C., bottom：Closed B.C. 
＊horizontal：Periodic B.C.

＊upper  ：Open B.C., bottom：Closed B.C. 
＊ y：Periodic B.C. x : Open & Closed B.Cs.

境界条件を変更

開放境界

動径方向に加えて緯度方向のマイグレーション（ただし極向き）

緯度方向への磁場のマイグレーション
★



• 太陽ではBr & Bφが赤道反対称. 一方で、Bθ は赤道対称 = 赤道が開放境界の役割.

・球殻系でのダイナモでは赤道での磁気ヘリシティロス（Mitra+10）. 

・グローバルな効果でα効果駆動型のダイナモ波は緯度方向に伝搬する. 
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0≦x≦4はDNSの結果. -4≦x≦0はその結果のBφの極性を反転させたもの.

緯度方向への磁場のマイグレーション

赤道を介した磁気ヘリシティロス
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longitude-2dcz   2dcz

より現実的な太陽内部構造モデルへの拡張   (Masada & Sano 2015b)
d
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★dbottom/dtop = 700 
    (太陽の0.7Rsun-0.991Rsunに相当)
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を解いている対流ダイナモは起こるのか？
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τcyc  ~  τdiff

彩層・コロナ加熱問題 ⇄ 太陽ダイナモ問題

● 2つの基本的ダイナモ効果：α効果とΩ効果. 

● 2つのスケーリング則の発見：τcyc ∝ τdiff, τAlfven

● 反転周期は上部安定層の物理と深い関わり.

● ダイナモと彩層・コロナ加熱との繋がりを示唆.
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Fig. 2.— Time-depth diagram of ⟨Bx⟩h for the reference model in (a) the DNS and (b) the MF model
coupled with the DNS. The orange (blue) tone denotes the positive (negative) ⟨Bx⟩h normalized by

√
dg0ρ0.

The horizontal dashed lines show the interface between the convection zone and the stable zones.

electromotive force (e.g., Ossendrijver et al. 2002). The coefficients α, γ, and η represent the α-effect,
turbulent pumping, and turbulent magnetic diffusivity, respectively. All the terms related to ⟨u⟩h and ⟨Bz⟩h
can be ignored in considering the symmetry of the system. All the variables, except for η0, depend on the
time (t) and depth (z).

The MF dynamo described by equation (2) falls into the α2-type category. The MF theory predicts
that the α2 mode can generate a large-scale magnetic field with an oscillatory nature (e.g., Baryshnikova &
Shukurov 1987; Rädler & Bräuer 1987; Brandenburg et al. 2009). A key ingredient for the oscillatory mode
is the nonuniformity of the α-effect, which can arise naturally as an outcome of rotating stratified convection
in the stellar interior. Using the rigidly rotating system studied here, the α2 dynamo wave was excited,
which propagates only in the depth direction. However, as shown by Käpylä et al. (2013b), in the global
system, it can travel also in the latitudinal direction due to the strong antisymmetry of the α-effect across
the equator.

The dynamo-generated MF produces a Lorentz force that tends to “quench” the turbulent motions and
control the nonlinear evolution and saturation of the system. Since there is no definitive model to describe
the magnetic quenching effect (e.g., Rogachevskii & Kleeorin 2001; Blackman & Brandenburg 2002) as yet,
we adopt the prototypical models, which are the dynamical α-quenching, algebraic γ- and η-quenching of
the catastrophic-type;

∂α

∂t
= −2ηkk

2
c

!
α⟨Bh⟩2h − η (∇× ⟨Bh⟩h) · ⟨Bh⟩h

B2
eq

+
α− αk

ReM

"
, (4)

γ =
γk

1 +ReM ⟨Bh⟩2h/B2
eq

, (5)

η =
ηk

1 +ReM ⟨Bh⟩2h/B2
eq

, (6)

(see Brandenburg & Subramanian 2005, for the quenching), where ReM = ηk/η0. The dependence of the MF
model on the quenching formula should be discussed in detail in a subsequent paper, however, at least the
conclusions of this Letter remain independent from the choice of the quenching models. The characteristic
wavenumber kc and the equipartition field strength Beq are given by kc(z) = 2π/Hd and Beq(z) = ⟨⟨ρuz

2⟩⟩h

● Ω 効果の存在しない対流ダイナモ計算.

● 大局的磁場の生成と周期的極性反転を発見.

● 平均場モデルでα効果の存在を定量的に実証. 

● 太陽ダイナモは天体乱流研究のプロトタイプ.

＊太陽黒点と太陽蝶形図の起源の解明へ向けて

● 緯度方向の磁気ヘリシティロスが緯度方向の 
　マイグレーションを生む



天体乱流研究への応用① ~降着円盤ダイナモとの関連~

Shi et al. (2010)

・α効果によるダイナモは元々は降着円盤で調べられてきた (Baryshnikova & Shukurov 1987).
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・赤道面上下で運動学的ヘリシティが逆転. 

・赤道面を介した磁気ヘリシティロスが存在. 

・Ω機構が無くても、振動型のダイナモ解が得られる. 

・降着円盤シミュレーションで見られる蝶形図(上図)も 
　実は磁気浮上起源ではなくダイナモ波パターン？

(see Gressel 2010)



天体乱流研究への応用② ~太陽コロナ加熱と超新星爆発機構との関連~
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鈴木健さん（名大）の資料改変
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・密度の高いところで運動エネ → 磁気エネ (ダイナモ問題) 【磁場の生成】
・密度の低いところで磁気エネ → 内部エネ (コロナ加熱問題)【磁場の散逸】

熱伝導

(スケールは適当)
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・熱源から離れるのに温度は上昇：不思議な状態 → コロナ加熱問題



天体乱流研究への応用② ~太陽コロナ加熱と超新星爆発機構との関連~

定在衝撃波の背後（黄色部分）に 
いかにエネルギーを注入できるか

太陽のコロナ加熱問題, outflow 
駆動問題と大きな違いは無い

高密度領域の膨大なエネルギーを 
いかに低密度領域に落とすか？

⌘ The magnetic field sustainable by the PNS dynamo:

B = (4πρvcv
2) ~ 1015 G (ρ/1013 [g/cm3])(vcv/108 [cm/s])2

τcv = LMLT /vcv = 104 ~ 105/108 = 0.1 ~ 1 msec
(sufficiently enough time for the convective dynamo)

⌘ PNS has smaller Ra, Re than those of the Sun:

- Ra   = 1010 (Rasun   = 1015)

- ReM = 1017 (ReMsun = 1013)

- Re    = 104   (Resun    = 1012)

(c.f., Thompson & Duncan 1993)

(太陽ダイナモよりもPNS dynamoの方が現実的な計算が可能) 


